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Abstract. The number of vehicles on public roads is increasing while the road 
infrastructure is not keeping up to this. It is necessary to apply advanced 
algorithms and approaches to transport management to maximize the use of the 
existing road network and increase the capacity of roads. In this article, we 
propose a way to control traffic flows and automate road infrastructure using a 
multi-agent approach. The proposed approach involves the distributed 
management of various elements on the road network and their direct relationship 
with each other in a peer to peer manner. To implement this concept, we used the 
open standard of distributed control and automation systems IEC 61499, and to 
validate the approach we used the SUMO - microscopic and continuous road 
traffic simulation package. 

Keywords: Multi-Agent System; IEC 61499, Traffic Management, Intelligent 
Transportation System, ITS, Traffic, Traffic Jam. 

1   Introduction 
Today, there are several different automation approaches to cope with traffic 
management in high traffic conditions and to improve road safety. Usually, to control 
traffic at intersections, traffic lights with hard-wired non-programmable control are 
used [1]. To increase the effectiveness of such control, the period of traffic signals 
varies depending on the time of day [2]. Also, to increase the traffic capacity of the 
road, the Green Wave approach is used. In this approach, transport engineers calculate 
the phase shift in the work of traffic lights for various intersections located nearby [3]. 
The considered approaches are useful when traffic flows are predictable and lose their 
effectiveness when traffic changes dramatically [4]. In sections of the road network 
with high traffic intensity and variability, adaptive approaches to traffic control are 
most effective [5,6,7]. Approaches to adaptive control are based on the analysis of 
traffic congestion and changes in the phases of the traffic light, depending on it. 
Adaptive traffic management shows much better results compared to tight control, 
significantly reduces traffic delays, travel time, and emissions of harmful substances 
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into the atmosphere [8]. Therefore, modern researchers are developing new and 
improving existing approaches and algorithms for adaptive traffic management. For 
example, approaches to adaptive traffic management are actively developing, based on 
the concept of IoT [9],[10],[11] and the use of cloud computing [12]. The concepts of 
applying the agent approach to adaptive management are also being developed 
[13],[14],[15]. According to the review of the developed solutions for adaptive 
transport management, the main problems are the complexity of developing and 
implementing new approaches for the existing road infrastructure. These factors 
increase the cost of introducing new approaches, as well as the period from the 
publication of the proposed approach to testing and direct application. 

To solve these problems, we propose an approach to adaptive traffic management 
by intellectualizing the existing road infrastructure. The proposed approach involves 
the management of intelligent devices at intersections and sections of the road network 
(traffic lights, sensors, detectors, signs).  All these devices are elements of the road 
infrastructure and are combined by communication channels, forming a single 
distributed system for managing traffic flows. 

To develop and implement the proposed approach of distributed optimization, we 
used the open standard of distributed control and automation systems IEC 61499 [16]. 
The IEC 61499 standard does naturally support distributed application development 
and allows for quick creation of a prototype system to test the operability of the 
proposed approach, as well as deploy the resulting logic to the industrial grade 
PLCs,embedded into each traffic light. Combination of these features makes IEC 61499 
the technology of choice for our application. 

In the next section, we will consider the contribution of this research to improving 
people's lives. Then in the second part of the work, we describe the essence of the 
proposed approach to adaptive traffic management. In the third part, we will consider 
the implementation of the developed approach in a modeling environment and verify 
its operation on a simulation model of a road network section. In the fourth part of the 
work, we will present comparative results of traffic flow management using various 
approaches to the organization of traffic. 

2   Contribution to Life Improvement 

The uninterrupted functioning of the road transport complex is a necessary condition 
for the sustainable development of the country's economy and the social well-being of 
the population. Motorization plays a decisive role in the development of the economy 
and society. However, without the appropriate infrastructural reinforcement, it raises 
many severe problems in the field of traffic, which have far-reaching consequences for 
the social and economic sphere. The most serious of these problems is the limited 
capacity of the road network; the growth of transport infrastructure is not keeping pace 
with the growth in the number of vehicles. Also, due to the constant growth of the urban 
population, this problem will sooner or later become relevant in most settlements. High 
costs for the construction of new road network infrastructure facilities, travel 
restrictions, as well as environmental factors push companies to study specialized 
solutions for managing traffic flows to mitigate the negative consequences of traffic 
jams and optimize the use of limited public funds. 
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3 Approach to Adaptive Traffic Management based on 
Interconnected Intelligent Agents 

Similarly, to many other areas of industrial automation, system flexibility increases 
with use of smart IoT devices with embedded intelligence. This implies transition to 
decentralised control architecture. 

In the present control architectures, control actions on traffic flows are formed in the 
traffic control center, and data on the situation on the road network are also processed 
centrally. As a result, the system loses its flexibility, and control solutions are slow. 
However, flexibility and speed of decision making are essential properties for managing 
dynamic environments. 

A popular architecture for distributed decision making is agent-based approach. Its 
application to traffic management makes the system flexible and intelligent. For 
example, in [17], a new architecture of a multi-agent approach for traffic control in a 
section of a road network is proposed. But a significant drawback of the proposed 
solutions is that it is necessary to create a new infrastructure for implementation and 
develop specialized equipment. This process is often expensive and lengthy. 

At the same time, the use of IoT devices based on modern microcontrollers [18], 
[19] allows one to partially solve the problem with equipment for the new road 
infrastructure. However, the questions of reliability of such equipment and integration 
with existing traffic control systems remain acute. 

We offer the concept of traffic management using interconnected intelligent agents. 
Each of the agents has the authority to apply control actions on vehicles inside the 
intersection by changing the traffic light cycles or turning it off. Agents also transmit 
data on traffic congestion in their area of responsibility to agents managing neighboring 
intersections to provide more efficient traffic control. 

At this stage, the following principle of the agent's work at the crossroads is 
considered: 

1) Receiving data from sensors and sensors located on the road network; 
2) Analysis of traffic congestion according to the logic embedded in the agent; 
3) Transfer of information about workload to neighboring agents; 
4) Obtaining information from neighboring agents; 
5) Decision-making on the control impact on the road network section; 
6) Application of control action (color change of traffic lights). 
To verify the presented concept, we used the environment for working with the open 

standard for the design of distributed systems "NxtStudio" [20] and the traffic flows 
simulation environment SUMO [21]. 

4   The Implementation of the Concept of Multi-Agent Management 

At the moment, at the beginning of the development of our concept, we consider 
implementation of intelligent control of one intersection on the road network with the 
help of an intelligent agent - traffic controller whose logic is as follows: 
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The traffic controller determines the number of cars moving in each direction using 
information from sensors installed on the road network. If the number of cars on the 
road does not exceed the acceptable value for an uncontrolled intersection, the agent is 
inactive. As soon as the number of vehicles has exceeded the allowable limit, the traffic 
controller checks in which direction more cars are moving and analyzes each lane to 
adjust the intensity of passing cars in each lane individually. After determination, on 
the selected lanes, the enable signal of the traffic light is turned on. The traffic controller 
regularly updates the number of vehicles to be passed in each lane: as soon as the 
number of cars in the moving direction exceeds the half of the number of cars waiting 
to be driven, the traffic light changes to the enable signal for the waiting cars. The traffic 
controller works until the number of vehicles at the intersection is reduced to the 
allowable level for disabling traffic signals. 
The proposed simple traffic controller logic when the traffic light is turned on for 
various directions at the intersection can be represented in the form of formula 
!""∑ $%
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> 50, where: 
n - is the total number of lanes for movement in a moving direction, 
l - the number of strips in the moving direction, 
k - is the total number of lanes for movement in the waiting direction, 
r - is the number of lanes in the waiting direction. 
The agent traffic controller was implemented as a function block made according to 

IEC 61499 as illustrated in Fig.1. 

  
Fig. 1. Function block - traffic controller with the adaptive traffic control algorithm 
implemented as ECC. 

 
Input event INIT initializes the operation of the function block and allows reading 

data about the current traffic intersection from transport detectors that transmit data to 
input variables: «det_vehs_east_north» ... «det_vehs_north_east». The input variable 
«junction_bandwidth» determines the maximum congestion for the intersection 
without traffic lights. Input event «Change_state» - initiates a change by resetting traffic 
lights when the number of cars at the intersection has decreased to an acceptable level. 

Output event REQ - initializes the output variable «Traffic_light_state» in which the 
traffic light cycle formed by the traffic controller is located. 
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Output events «Start_timer» and «Stop_timer» are used to control the on and off 
traffic control mode at the intersection. 

The logic of the traffic controller at the intersection is implemented in the function 
block using the ECC chart with algorithms in the state actions programmed in the 
Structured Text language. 

To verify the concept, we created two models of x-shaped crossroads (Fig. 2). The 
Crossroad B was created without taking into account the real transport and geometric 
characteristics of the road network. The intersection has one lane in each direction and 
a random volume of traffic flows and a standard traffic light cycle. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Crossroads - A and Crossroads – B. 

 
Crossroad A is created based on data on transport and geometric characteristics from 

a specialized manual for transport engineers [22]. It has 3 lanes for movement in each 
direction from north to south and 2 from west to east. Also, the traffic light cycle based 
on traffic congestion was specially designed for it. Next, we developed a means for the 
traffic controller to communicate with a simulation model of a road network section. 

The IEC 61499 standard for the design of distributed systems provides for the 
possibility of communication between devices and the environment using the TCP 
protocol. This feature was implemented as a NETIO function block. NETIO was used 
to let the developed traffic controller communicate with the SUMO simulation 
environment using the Python programming language and the standard SUMO tool - 
TraCi. In Python, an asynchronous server was implemented for receiving and 
processing data from the function block of the traffic controller to the simulation model 
of the intersection implemented in SUMO (Fig. 3). 

After combining the components into a testing environment, we conducted a series 
of experiments to control traffic at intersections A and B in various ways. 

 

 
 

Fig. 3. Architecture for testing the distributed automation logic of the road intersection. 
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5   Experimental Validation 

Experiments were carried out at two intersections A and B. During the experiments, a 
simulation of 3600 seconds of the traffic was performed with three types of traffic 
control at the intersection: 
1) Management of a regulatory agent; 
2) Hard control using a traffic light cycle; 
3) No regulation (free passage). 

The parameters recorded during the simulation are shown in Table 1. 
 

Table 1.  Simulation parameters. 
 

Parameter  Unit of 
measurement 

Description  

departDelay 
 

(simulation) 
seconds 

The time the vehicle had to wait before it could start his journey 

arrivalSpeed m/s The speed the vehicle had when reaching the destination 

waitingTime s 
The time in which the vehicle speed was below 0.1m/s 
(scheduled stops do not count) 

timeLoss seconds 

The time lost due to driving below the ideal speed. (ideal speed 
includes the individual speedFactor; slowdowns due to 
intersections, etc., incur timeLoss, scheduled stops not 
counted) 

number_cars 
pieces the number of cars that drove the intersection during the 

simulation period 
 

Table 2.  Results for intersection B. 
 

 Without traffic control Agent traffic controller With standard traffic 
light 

DepartDelay 349,8 259,6 1368,1 
arrivalSpeed 8,4 8,4 9,3 
waiting time 4,9 18,8 22 
timeLoss 41,3 39,3 57 
number_cars 1782 1950 1558 

 

As a result of the simulation, the following results were obtained. «departDelay», 
when using a traffic controller, is about 25 percent lower without traffic control at the 
intersection and 80 percent lower than when using a tight traffic light cycle. 

The "arrivalSpeed" parameter for control by a traffic controller and without any 
control is almost the same. When using standard traffic lights, the speed is higher. 

The shortest waiting time for vehicles is typical for an intersection without control, 
but this is relevant only in ideal modeling conditions where no accidents occur. At a 
controlled intersection, a driving agent reduces latency by 14 percent compared to a 
regular traffic light. 

The "timeLoss" parameter also takes the smallest value when controlling the traffic 
controller with an advantage of 31 percent. With agent control, intersection throughput 
is increased by 25 percent compared to standard traffic control. In this case, 
departDelay without traffic lights is significantly lower than at a regulated intersection, 
but the agent approach also has an advantage of 19 percent. 
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The final speed of vehicles, as well as at the previous intersection, remains 
approximately the same. 

 

Table 3.  Results for intersection A. 
 

 Without traffic control Agent traffic controller With standard traffic light 
DepartDelay 42,5 410,2 506,5 
arrivalSpeed 8,4 8,3 8,3 
waiting time 34,3 26,6 30,6 
timeLoss 42,4 40,1 43,2 
number_cars 1844 2220 2016 

 

As one can see, at a more complex intersection, the traffic controller provides the 
least time loss for vehicles, up to 7% compared to standard traffic lights. The waiting 
time for the crossing, which is controlled by the traffic controller, is 22 percent lower 
than at the intersection without regulation, and 13 percent lower than at the intersection 
with a hard traffic light. And as a result, the traffic capacity of the intersection managed 
by the traffic controller is 10 percent higher than with a regular traffic light and 20% 
higher than without a traffic light, since without a traffic light at this type of intersection 
there was a big traffic jam on the side of the secondary road. 

6   Conclusion and Future Work 

The work described a novel adaptive agent approach to traffic control at intersections, 
which switches traffic signals depending on traffic directions. 

As a result of the simulations, we have identified advantages in the adaptive 
intersection control by an intelligent traffic controller, compared to the classic traffic 
light control, as well as to an unregulated intersection. In most of the studied 
parameters, control by the adaptive agent is superior to the reference cases, in some 
cases by several times. At the same time, to implement the agent, the open standard 
IEC 61499 and the NxtStudio environment were used, which allowed us to quickly 
create a prototype of the developed solution for the supported controller and implement 
it on the experimental section of the road network. This approach allows one to quickly 
move from the development and prototyping stage to the stage of implementation on 
real equipment. This increases the economic and practical effectiveness of the research. 

In future work, we plan to apply this adaptive algorithm to traffic control at several 
intersections simultaneously. Agents at the intersections will influence the decision on 
the impact on the traffic flow of each other, exchanging data on the workload of the 
controlled road network. 

Future work will also consider an approach to traffic control, where at each 
intersection, many agents collectively make decisions when forming the next phase of 
the movement of vehicles. The decision of such agents would be based on the workload 
of the controlled strip. First of all, the agent assesses the impact of the decision on the 
transport situation as a whole. Also, in the process of work, the opinions of neighboring 
agents on the necessary phases of vehicle movement are taken into account. 
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